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[1] The frequently irregular behavior of dissonance in American folk and popular music, at least in comparison with classical
norms, has been problematic for analysts working with this repertoire. (2) Popular styles present a number of dissonance
types that cannot be explained by conventional tonal theory and still require examination. This article represents a small step
in that direction. Although conventional dissonant passing tones, neighbor tones, and, to a lesser extent, suspensions are
common in this repertoire, I do not explore them in any detail here. Instead, this article examines other forms of dissonance
treatment that function outside of classical norms. It explores dissonance as it relates to melodic modes, triads with added
notes, non-tonic harmonies, and the interactions between them.
[2] The primary sources for this study are recordings, and the focus is on those made between the 1920s, when record
companies began to record American folk and popular music extensively, and the early 1940s. These years coincide with the
dates that the two most authoritative and exhaustive discographies on early blues and country music stop their listings:
Dixon, Godrich, and Rye’s Blues and Gospel Records, 1890–1943 documents recordings primarily by black musicians, and Tony
Russell’s Country Music Records: A Discography, 1921–1942 documents recordings primarily by white musicians. (3) Some of the
recordings are from the “race record” and “hillbilly record” series of the 20s, 30s, and early 40s—others are non-commercial
recordings from the Archive of American Folk Song of the Library of Congress. Three of the later examples in this study
(Examples 14, 16, and 17) are transcriptions of recordings made after the time frame outlined above, and represent a
tentative step toward applying the theoretical principles explored here to later genres. My principal methodology is a close
examination of what Schenkerians term the foreground, but I also discuss ways in which the interaction between mode and
harmony influences the large-scale structure of a strophe or other section, and the perception of its tension and resolution.
All of the transcriptions are transposed to C for the sake of comparison. Most of the transcriptions represent the verse of a
strophic song. Others are transcriptions of verses from songs that are nearly strophic, but that display more melodic variation
from verse to verse, and in such cases I indicate the specific verse transcribed.
[3] In this repertoire, the three primary harmonies—the major tonic, subdominant, and dominant—are the main building
blocks for progressions. (4) Those harmonies alone make up the progressions of many of the most productive blues schemes,
the most well-known and productive of which is the standard twelve-bar blues scheme. A blues scheme is a musical
framework that musicians view as a sort of public musical resource for generating new songs. All of the songs transcribed in
this article are realizations of blues schemes. Table 1 lists the twelve-bar schemes cited, and Table 2 lists the eight-, nine-,
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and ten-bar schemes cited. Tables 1 and 2 show harmonic progressions for schemes in which the harmonic pattern is
primary, but no progressions for schemes in which the melodic structure is primary.
[4] Dissonance arises within the melodic mode itself, through the relationship of the mode to the underlying harmony, and
through the relationship of the non-tonic harmonies to the tonic. In this repertoire, the tonic triad is most often major. As in
most tonal classical repertoire, the members of the tonic triad are the most stable degrees within the mode. itself is the
most stable degree, followed by , and the other, less stable members of the mode tend to gravitate toward the stable
degrees. These unstable scale degrees may simply be the stepwise neighbors of the notes of the tonic triad, in which case no
special explanations are needed (with, perhaps, the exception that the subtonic is more prevalent in this repertoire than in
tonal classical repertoire). (5) However, the unstable notes may instead be a minor or neutral third (an interval between a
major and minor third) above or below the stable notes. These are what Peter van der Merwe calls dropping and hanging
thirds (Van der Merwe 1989, 118–30). Example 1a shows a stable note with its dropping and hanging thirds; the dropping
third lies above the stable note and the hanging third below it. Van der Merwe describes stacks of dropping and hanging
thirds that create a “ladder of thirds” (120–25)—a mode based on three notes spaced by neutral thirds in which either the
lowest or the middle note may be the tonic—but I propose applying his concept specifically to the major tonic triad. The
dropping and hanging thirds lie most frequently around , the most stable degree of the mode. They also lie frequently
around , and less often around . (6) Example 1b gives a graphic summary of the tonic triad with its dropping and hanging
thirds around and , and Example 1c shows the tonic triad with stepwise neighbors around and . (7) In Example
1—and in others that demonstrate the melodic mode abstractly (Examples 4, 5, 7, and 10)—the open and closed noteheads
represent stable and unstable notes, respectively, and this status may change depending on the harmonic context. Example
1b shows as both an open and closed notehead because it may function as a stable member of the tonic triad or as the
unstable hanging third to , depending on the underlying harmony, as explained below. When the third degree is stable it
may also have stepwise neighbors, and the unstable notes of Example 1c also frequently function as passing tones between
the stable degrees.
[5] Example 1b is similar to the modal framework for the blues that David Evans describes (1982, 24). Evans writes:
In fact, “neutral” probably would best represent an area between major and minor where notes can be sung,
rather than any specific point between them. Blues singers often waver at the third or seventh or glide from a
lower to a slightly higher pitch. The lower part of the third and seventh areas tends to serve as a leading note,
respectively, to the tonic and fifth below, the upper part as a leading tone to the fifth and tonic above.
This description accounts for the dropping thirds to and , the hanging third to , and the lower neighbor to . Evans’s
description also implies the greater stability of and in comparison to and suggests that most often functions as the
hanging third to . Here I consider motion between and a chordal skip when both are stable members of an underlying
tonic harmony, even though such motion is from a less-stable to a more-stable member and there are many examples of such
motion that resemble that between a hanging third and its stable note. When moves to over an underlying dominant
harmony—in which case is a stable member and is not—I consider the unstable hanging third to .
[6] Examples 1b and 1c are not mutually exclusive—one might very well find both the stepwise neighbor and dropping third
above , for example, in close proximity in the same song, as in the opening two bars of “Alabama Blues” by the Three
Stripped Gears (Example 2). But with respect to and
, especially, one of these unstable degrees sometimes figures
may function as both the stepwise upper
more prominently than the other and has two possible functions, so that
neighbor to and the hanging third to (Example 1d), and
may function as both the stepwise lower neighbor to
and dropping third to (Example 1e). In “John Henry,” Reese Crenshaw uses as both the upper neighbor to and the
hanging third to (Example 3). (8)
[7] Although members of the tonic triad—and in particular—are ultimately the most stable members of the mode, a
change to a non-tonic harmony can temporarily alter the relative stability of various scale degrees. Sometimes when there is a
change of harmony—most frequently to the subdominant or dominant—a transposition of all or part of the mode occurs, as
outlined in Examples 4 and 5. Over the subdominant, , , and are the most stable, and the root and fifth may in turn
have their dropping and hanging thirds (Example 4a) and stepwise neighbors (Example 4b). The major sixth or minor
seventh above the root may be more prominent than the other, and have two possible functions, so that may act as both
the stepwise neighbor to and hanging third to (Example 4c), or
may act as both the dropping third to
and
stepwise neighbor to (Example 4d). There is, of course, some overlap with the mode built around the tonic triad: the
dropping and hanging thirds and stepwise neighbors around the root of the tonic harmony are also those around the fifth of
the subdominant. Example 4a includes the hanging third to in order to maintain parallelism with Example 1b, and to show
a transposition of the entire mode, but the example shows in parentheses because it is consonant over the subdominant
harmony. As with the major third of the tonic mode, the major third of the subdominant mode may have stepwise
neighbors, and as with Example 1c, the unstable notes of Example 4b may also function as passing tones between the stable
degrees.
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[8] In Example 2, the shift to subdominant harmony in bars 3–4 brings a transposition of the mode, and the fifth of the
subdominant has its upper neighbor and dropping third. In Leadbelly’s “Take a Whiff on Me,” a similar transposition of the
mode accompanies the shift to subdominant harmony in bars 3–4, and functions as both the upper neighbor to the fifth
and hanging third to the root (Example 6). (9)
[9] Over the dominant harmony, , , and are stable, and around the root and fifth there may be dropping and hanging
thirds (Example 5a) or stepwise neighbors (Example 5b), and one of the unstable notes a major sixth or minor seventh
above the root may be more prominent, be it (Example 5c) or (Example 5d). In bars 5–6 of Examples 2 and 6, the
mode transposes to the dominant over dominant harmony, and in bar 6 of both there is a hanging third below the root of
the dominant. Again, there is some overlap with the mode built around the tonic triad: the unstable notes around the fifth of
the tonic are also those around the root of the dominant. (10) Like Example 4a, Example 5a includes the hanging third to the
fifth of the triad to maintain parallelism with Example 1b but shows it in parentheses because it is consonant over dominant
harmony. The major third of the dominant mode may also have stepwise neighbors and there may be passing motion
between the stable members of the dominant triad, as in bar 5 of Example 2.
[10] At other times the tonic mode remains over changes to non-tonic harmonies, and some members of the tonic triad
become temporarily unstable. Over the subdominant, and become unstable, and their tendency, in this context, is to
resolve to , which remains stable over the subdominant (Example 7). The resolution to
may happen over the
subdominant (Example 7a), or the harmony may shift back to the tonic to coincide with the resolution (the latter creating a
more conclusive resolution) (Example 7b). As with the transposition of the mode to the subdominant (Example 4a), the
stable may retain its dropping and hanging thirds (Example 7c). (11) Indeed, the subdominant harmony often triggers the
use of a minor or neutral —even where the tonic mode remains—thereby heightening the tendency of
to drop to
stable . (12) Over subdominant harmony, it is less common for to retain its dropping and hanging thirds, because itself
is unstable in this context, and thus makes a less convincing goal of resolution.
[11] In Charley Patton’s “Some Summer Day” (Example 8) and Tampa Red’s “Things ‘Bout Coming My Way No. 2”
(Example 9), the shift to the subdominant in bar 3 does not bring a transposition of the mode; rather, the tonic mode
remains in place and and thus assume a tendency to resolve down to . In Example 8 the resolution coincides with a
shift back to the tonic, but in Example 9 the resolution occurs over the subdominant. (13)

[12] Over the dominant, only remains stable, but the unstable and do not typically resolve up to ; instead, the
overall tendency is still to resolve to , which must coincide with tonic harmony in order to be perceived as stable
(Example 10a–b). Thus, when the tonic mode remains over dominant harmony, a return to tonic harmony is required for
melodic resolution. One exception to this is when and descend to the lower , which may temporarily function as a
stable goal over the dominant, as shown in Example 10c, though the overall tendency is still to resolve to . Often is
delayed until the arrival of the tonic (Example 10a). At other times it is stated over the dominant before being restated over
the tonic (Example 10b). In Example 8, the tonic mode remains over the dominant in bars 5–7. There are several statements
of in bars 6–7, but it does not sound stable again until it coincides with the tonic on the downbeat of bar 8. (14) Further
aspects of Examples 8 and 9 are discussed below.
[13] The structure of the tonic mode over dominant harmony overlaps with the dominant mode over dominant harmony: ,
which is stable, may retain its dropping and hanging thirds (Example 10d). In “Wayward Girl Blues” by Lottie Kimbrough,
for example,
is recast as the dropping third of during the shift to dominant harmony in bar 6 (Example 11). Note the
juxtaposition of the minor third of the dominant in the melody with the major third in the harmony. The result is a
characteristic blues sonority—especially over the tonic and dominant—and one that has its origins in the dropping third.
[14] When the tonic mode sounds over the subdominant harmony, typically loses its dropping and hanging thirds because
it becomes unstable; when, however, the tonic mode sounds over the dominant harmony, the temporarily unstable often
retains its dropping and hanging thirds, because it is still the ultimate stable goal (Example 10d). In Brownie McGhee’s “How
Long?,” retains its dropping third over the dominant in bar 6 (Example 12). (15) Like the subdominant, the dominant
often triggers a minor or neutral , to heighten its tendency to resolve down to . (16)
[15] To this point I have discussed two types of dissonance—the dropping and hanging thirds—that function outside of
conventional tonal theory, and have placed them within the framework of a mode built around the tonic triad that either
transposes or remains in place with changes of harmony. For the remainder of the article I discuss the functions of the three
primary harmonies, the addition of minor sevenths and major sixths to these harmonies, and how the interaction between
mode and harmony influences large-scale structure.
[16] Just as is the most stable scale degree, the tonic is the most stable harmony, and the two together (tonic harmony
with in the melody) form the most stable sonority, and that which musicians most often prefer for the conclusion of a
strophe or other section. The subdominant and dominant—which are by far the most frequent non-tonic harmonies in this
repertoire—not only contrast with the tonic and change the status (if only temporarily) of melodic notes, but also create
large-scale harmonic dissonance, and have the tendency to resolve back to the tonic. The IV chord rarely functions as a
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pre-dominant, but instead usually functions as a true subdominant, and more often than not leads back to the tonic. (17)
Sometimes, both the upper and lower dominants approach the tonic, creating the progression V–IV–I. This progression
often gives special emphasis to a cadence, as in the last four bars of the most common variant of the twelve-bar blues
(V–IV–I–I). In this scheme, the substitution of IV in bar 10 also emphasizes the cadence through acceleration of the
harmonic rhythm. (18)
[17] Although dissonance often functions differently in American folk and popular music, the minor seventh sometimes does
play a role comparable to that which it plays in tonal classical music: when added to an underlying harmony, sevenths
increase the dissonance of the chord; thus its tension, and its drive to resolve are also increased. This is especially true if the
harmony first appears as a triad, and then its seventh enters later, giving it more urgency. Minor sevenths often transform the
tonic into V 7/IV before it moves to the subdominant—as in Example 9, where the seventh enters in the harmony, and
Example 12, where it enters in the melody—and the dominant into V 7 before it moves to the tonic, following classical
norms. The minor seventh frequently intensifies the subdominant before that harmony resolves to the tonic, reinforcing its
status as the lower dominant. (19) It is also common to lower the third of the subdominant before that harmony resolves to
the tonic, with the tendency of
to resolve to giving IV more urgency to resolve to I (as in bar 4 of Example 9).
Although the addition of a seventh (or the inflection of a third) does not change the underlying harmony, it does nonetheless
constitute a surface-level chord change, and may have the effect of speeding up the harmonic rhythm.
[18] Over the tonic and subdominant harmonies, in
particular, the sixth above the root sometimes behaves more like a member of the harmony than like a dissonant neighbor.
This is especially true where, instead of resolving to the fifth, the sixth substitutes for it in an arpeggiation, as in bars 3–4 of
“Croquet Habits” by Freeny’s Barn Dance Band (Example 13), where
substitutes for
in an arpeggiation of the
subdominant (compare bars 3–4 of Examples 6 and 13). (20)
[19] The interaction between mode and harmony influences the large-scale structure of a strophe or other section, and the
perception of its tension and resolution. In the “Cocaine” songs transcribed here (Examples 6 and 13), and in “Alabama
Blues” (Example 2), the mode transposes with each shift in harmony. The sense of dissonance—and in turn the expectation
for resolution—thus derives mostly from the harmony, rather than from the interaction between the harmony and the mode.
The subdominant and dominant harmonies create large-scale harmonic dissonance against the tonic, and the sense of
resolution is achieved when the tonic harmony returns, bringing the tonic mode back with it. These examples share this
property with some twelve-bar blues schemes, such as “Frankie and Johnny” (Example 14) and “Whitehouse Blues”
(Example 15) (21).
[20] In Examples 8 and 9 the tonic mode remains in place during changes of harmony. In addition to the large-scale
harmonic dissonance created by shifts to the subdominant and dominant, further dissonance derives from the interaction
between the tonic mode and the non-tonic harmonies, creating more compulsion to resolve. In Patton’s “Some Summer
Day,” the return to the tonic harmony in bar 4 allows for a sense of resolution within the verse (bars 1–4) by allowing
and , which sound over the subdominant, to resolve to over the tonic. By contrast, Tampa Red’s prolongation of the
subdominant through bar 4 delays the coincidence of over the tonic—and thus the sense of resolution for the strophe
—until the downbeat of bar 8.
[21] Example 8 also illustrates two of the most expressive blues sonorities:
over the subdominant (in bar 3) and
over
and
the dominant (in bar 7). These are two of Naphtali Wagner’s three primary blues chords (2003, 355)—the third is
over the tonic—and, indeed, these are characteristic sonorities. I would only add that they grow out of the linear motion of
the dropping third and that the tendency of the dissonant
in all three cases is to resolve down to . (22) Example 9 also
demonstrates
over the subdominant (in bar 3). In bar 7 of Example 9, a diminished seventh chord applied to the
dominant supports
, illustrating a point again related to Wagner’s study: that when a harmony other than the tonic,
subdominant, or dominant supports the lowered form of scale degree 3, this harmony tends to be a more conventional
“classical” sonority. In their 1935 recording of “Sittin’ on Top of the World,” which uses the same melody, Bob Wills and his
Texas Playboys harmonize
with VI in the analogous position on the downbeat of bar 7.
[22] Patton’s song (Example 8) demonstrates another large-scale characteristic that is common in much of the repertoire. The
alternation of the natural and lowered forms of scale degree 3 is often one of the most expressive juxtapositions. Patton first
introduces
over the subdominant, which prepares for his later and more dissonant use of
over the dominant. The
dual representation of one part of the mode then becomes motivic. Why
is more climactic over dominant harmony than
in other harmonic contexts is discussed below.
[23] Many (though certainly not all) realizations of the standard twelve-bar blues scheme also often retain the tonic mode
during shifts in harmony, as in “Boogie Blues” by Anita O’Day (Example 16). (23) In bars 5–6 and 9–10, the non-tonic
harmonies trigger the lowered . Some other twelve-bar schemes also retain the tonic mode during harmonic changes. In
“Bob Dylan’s Blues,” an example of the twelve-bar “Railroad Bill” scheme, the tonic mode remains over changes to the
subdominant and dominant harmonies (Example 17). (24)
[24] Performers of American folk and popular music display a preference for ending on the tonic with
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in the melody, not

only in most of the examples cited here, but in countless other instances, suggesting that the perfect authentic cadence
represents the most conclusive type of ending. The perfect authentic cadence, as defined here, includes the approach to the
final tonic from the dominant—found in most songs that contain all three harmonies—and the final in the melody, but
not necessarily a stepwise motion from or to the final . The prevalence of the V–I ending suggests that the upper
dominant may still outrank the lower dominant (as it does in much classical repertoire) as the definitive cadential chord
needed to create the most conclusive ending (even though the subdominant retains its status as a lower dominant, and is not
reduced to the status of a pre-dominant), and that IV and V are not simply interchangeable. This may be because remains
stable over the subdominant but becomes temporarily unstable over the dominant, which thus forces a shift back to the
tonic for final resolution. Thus, especially when the tonic mode remains over changes of harmony, the dominant may create
more urgency for resolution. This may help to explain why so many schemes and songs open with motion between the tonic
and subdominant and close with motion from the dominant to the tonic, instead of the other way around: the motion to the
dominant creates more urgency to resolve, and thus the closing progression is the more intense.
[25] This general harmonic framework—opening with tonic-subdominant motion and closing with dominant-tonic motion
—occurs frequently in twelve-bar schemes, such as the standard twelve-bar blues scheme, the “Frankie and Johnny” scheme,
the “Railroad Bill” scheme, and the “Whitehouse Blues” scheme (Table 1). One notable exception to the V–I cadential
formula is the insertion of the subdominant between the dominant and the final tonic to intensify the cadence by
accelerating the harmonic rhythm and approaching the final tonic from both its upper and lower dominants. This is the
progression at the end of the most common variant of the twelve-bar blues, but even here the dominant arrives later in the
scheme than the subdominant, and its tension does not resolve until it reaches the tonic.
[26] Although traditional theories of dissonance for tonal music may be helpful in the analysis of American folk and popular
music, they fall short of being comprehensive. The dissonant dropping and hanging thirds function outside of conventional
tonal theory, and within the framework of a mode built around the tonic triad. This mode either transposes or remains in
place during changes of harmony, the latter situation accounting for much of the most remarkable dissonance treatment in
the repertoire. The interaction between mode and harmony influences the large-scale structure of a strophe or other section
and the perception of its tension and resolution. Theorists require new explanations for the many dissonances in this
repertoire that diverge in function from the dissonances defined by conventional tonal theory. The foregoing theoretical
proposals provide a small step in this direction.
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Footnotes
1. My thanks go to Stephen Blum, Mark Anson-Cartwright, Philip Rupprecht, and the anonymous readers at MTO for their
helpful feedback on this article.
Return to text
2. Peter van der Merwe’s discussion of dissonance in this repertoire remains an authoritative source (Van der Merwe 1989,
118–30). Other, more recent engagements with the issue include: Gerhard Kubik, who explores mode and the nature of blue
notes separately from harmony (Kubik 2008); Naphtali Wagner, who gives an account of the ways that blue notes are
incorporated into harmonies and their influence on large-scale design (Wagner 2003); Walter Everett, who explores modality
in rock and identifies conventional dissonances whose resolutions are elided (Everett 2008); and David Temperley, who
explores the frequent independence between melody and harmony in rock music and the specific situations in which
separations occur (Temperley 2007).
Return to text
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3. In explaining their own choice of 1943 as a cut-off, Dixon, Godrich, and Rye write: “After the Second World War, styles of
performance changed rather radically; and so did methods of recording and issuance. Far more obscurity surrounds the
operations of the many small companies issuing records for African-American audiences in the late forties than surrounds
the operations of those of the twenties and thirties; and the advent of tape recording, with multi-track recording, splicing
together of parts from different takes, and so on, make recording and issuance a far more subtle and complex affair. It thus
seems reasonable to call a break sometime in the early forties” (Dixon, Godrich, and Rye 1997, viii–ix). Russell writes in
reference to Dixon, Godrich, and Rye: “The same is true in country music. Documenting the pre-1943 record business is
complicated enough, but it has the advantage that record making was conducted almost entirely by a small number of major
firms whose catalogs and methods have been studied for years. The landscape of later recording is both much larger and
much less well mapped” (Russell 2004, 7).
Return to text
4. The concern here is just with the root progressions of the harmony. Guitar, banjo, and mandolin players, especially, are
often unconcerned with issues of inversion in this repertoire, and thus the analyses represent the melody over the underlying
harmony, irrespective of the bass line. There is a similar lack of concern for inversion among the baroque guitarists cited by
Thomas Christensen (Christensen 1992).
Return to text
5. By subtonic I mean a seventh scale degree that is a whole step, not a half step, below
about the prevalence of the lower form of in rock music (Moore 1995).
Return to text

. Allan Moore writes in great detail

6. Many musicians and scholars classify the minor or neutral thirds above and as blue notes. Kubik describes how these
various forms of the third may represent the same degree, because “blues musicians think in terms of pitch areas,” and that
they “may conceptualize adjacent frequency values as one and the same toneme” (Kubik 2008, 20). He offers five pitch
variations of the third. In keeping with the notion that the minor and neutral thirds above a stable note represent variants of
the same degree, and for the sake of simplicity, I indicate both with a flat in the examples. Some musicians and scholars also
identify the minor or neutral third above
as a blue note. Often referred to as the “flatted fifth,” it functions as the
dropping third to
. Kubik cites David Evans (in a personal communication), who describes it as “a blue third on top of
another blue third, that is, superimposed blue notes that add up to bring about a value close to F-sharp” (Kubik 2008, 31).
Hans Weisethaunet argues that there is no such thing as a blue note, and that, in identifying a neutral third between major
and minor, musicologists incorrectly apply the concepts of traditional tonal theory to the blues (Weisethaunet 2001).
Return to text
7. Kurt Reinhard describes how, in many kinds of music around the world, a stable note is often flanked by two unstable
notes, one a major second and the other a minor third away, a framework that he calls the “third-second nucleus” (Reinhard
1958 ). Most commonly, says Reinhard, the major second is above the stable note and the minor third below, the latter
resolving to the stable note like the hanging third described here. Not unlike the derivation of the melodic mode outlined in
Example 1, in which two stable notes with their dissonant stepwise neighbors and dropping and hanging thirds lie a fifth
apart, Reinhard derives the pentatonic series from the placement of two of his third-second nuclei a fifth apart.
Return to text
8. Example 2 is a transcription of an entirely instrumental realization of the eight-bar “Alabama Bound” blues scheme. The
Three Stripped Gears alternate this strain with a contrasting strain using the eight-bar “Spoonful” scheme, represented
harmonically as: VI–VI–II–II–V–V–I–I, all major chords. Example 3 is a transcription of a song generated by the ten-bar
“John Henry” blues scheme. The rhythmic and melodic structures of the “John Henry” scheme are most consistent, and
performers have little shared conception for the harmonic structure. Thus, Table 2 shows no harmonic progression for the
scheme. Crenshaw consistently repeats the four-bar refrain (bars 7–10) in every strophe (as is quite common in realizations
of this scheme), sometimes only instrumentally and sometimes with vocals, turning the typical ten-bar structure into a
fourteen-bar structure. He also plays a ten-bar instrumental closing section with somewhat different melodic material.
Return to text
9. Example 6, like Example 2, is a transcription of a song generated by the eight-bar “Alabama Bound” blues scheme; this
blues scheme produced a group of songs about cocaine, hence the title and refrain “Take a Whiff on Me.” Leadbelly
concludes roughly every other verse on an octave lower in bar 7. In three of his sixteen verses he begins on an octave
higher and descends, connecting with the transcribed melody in bar 2. Leadbelly also plays an instrumental introduction,
interlude, and closing section.
Return to text
10. Allen Forte notes this very instance of overlap when he describes the “dual blues affiliation” of
(Forte 1995, 8–9).
Forte says that “it is lowered in the key, and it is the minor third above the dominant.” A similar dual affiliation could be
ascribed to
, functioning as the lowered and the minor third above the fifth of the subdominant.
Return to text
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11. Like Example 4a, Example 7c shows
Return to text

in parentheses because it is consonant over IV.

12. In discussing the assimilation of blue notes into the American popular ballad, Allen Forte notes the popularity of the
subdominant harmony with a minor seventh, correctly pointing out that the dissonant seventh “has no obligation
whatsoever to ‘resolve’ down by step, as would the textbook seventh of classical music.” He goes on to say: “Its only
commitment is to ...from which it emerged and to which it virtually always returns, in some manner or other” (Forte 1995,
9). But often, and especially in the blues from which Forte's harmonies are derived,
will resolve instead to , functioning
as its dropping third.
Return to text
13. Examples 8 and 9 are transcriptions of songs generated by the nine-bar “Sitting On Top Of The World” blues scheme.
The melodic structure of the scheme is more consistent than its harmonic structure, which displays considerable variation.
Yet, most musicians seem to fix upon certain general requirements for the harmonic structure: a tonic-subdominant
progression in the verse (bars 1–4), and a tonic-dominant-tonic progression in the refrain (bars 5–9). Still, the harmonic
variation is enough that to identify a “most common” progression is unrealistic, and thus Table 1 gives no harmonic
progression for the scheme. Patton (Example 8) frequently abbreviates the ninth bar by two beats. He also plays two
instrumental interludes. Patton usually begins the refrain on V, but in the last two of his seven strophes he plays the
progression I–I–V–I–I in the refrain. Tampa Red (Example 9) plays an instrumental introduction and interlude.
Return to text
14. Although it is not within the scope of this article to present a long discussion of the prevalence of syncopation and
anticipation in American folk and popular music, it must be mentioned that one of the most common types of rhythmic
displacement is that found at the end of bar 7 in Examples 8 and 9, in which is heard to anticipate the stronger metric
position on the following downbeat. A “normalization” of the rhythmic structure would place on the downbeat of bar 8,
where it would coincide with the tonic. For a discussion of displacement and normalization see Rothstein 1990, and for the
application of these ideas to American popular music in particular see Temperley 1999.
Return to text
15. Examples 11 and 12 are transcriptions of songs generated by the eight-bar “How Long” blues scheme. Kimbrough
(Example 11) uses three slightly different melodic structures in her eight verses; the one she sings in the fourth and sixth
verses is transcribed here. In addition to an introduction—in which she and her accompanist, Winston Holmes, speak to
each other—there is another strain, using the sixteen-bar passamezzo moderno scheme, in which Kimbrough and Holmes
sing (or hum) together, and which functions as both an interlude and a closing section. Kimbrough and Holmes first
introduce this contrasting strain after Kimbrough describes her dying mother’s request for her to sing the hymn “Nearer My
God To Thee,” which also uses the passamezzo moderno. McGhee’s recording (Example 12) is with Leadbelly and Sonny
Terry, but is apparently always listed as being by Brownie McGhee. The song has four groups of three verses—each group
separated by an instrumental interlude—in which Leadbelly sings the first, McGhee the second, and Terry the third verse.
There is also an instrumental introduction and closing section.
Return to text
16. Although discussions of the juxtaposition of one harmony above another are found in theories of “upper structure
chords” in jazz theory (see, for example, Levine 1989, 109–24), such theories are more concerned with the classification of
vertical sonorities than with linear motion and the resolution of dissonance. Temperley discusses extensively the
independence between melody and harmony in rock music, attributing the roots of such independence to the blues
(Temperley 2007). Peter K. Winkler notes the tendency of blues and jazz musicians to treat the background tonic harmony as
though it were in the foreground in the melody, thus arpeggiating the tonic triad in the melody over changes to non-tonic
harmonies in the accompaniment (Winkler 1978, 16).
Return to text
17. Rameau’s concept of the subdominant (as Brian Hyer puts it) as a “species of ‘dominant,’ drawn into orbit around the
tonic” is certainly applicable to the repertoire under discussion here (Hyer 1996, 85).
Return to text
18. Everett interprets this V–IV–I cadence as a fundamentally authentic motion, with IV embellishing I contrapuntally
(Everett 2008, 154). Mark Spicer suggests that the cadence is fundamentally plagal, with V functioning as the upper neighbor
to IV (Spicer 2005, [8]).
Return to text
19. The progression IV 7–I often suggests an enharmonic- – melodic motion—as in the plagal augmented-sixth chord
described by Daniel Harrison (Harrison 1995, 193)—though this is often only implicit and not realized literally. The addition
of a minor seventh to the subdominant also dovetails with its triggering of a minor or neutral .
Return to text
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20. Example 13, like Examples 2 and 6, is a transcription of a song generated by the eight-bar “Alabama Bound” blues
scheme. Freeny’s Barn Dance Band consistently eliminates the eighth bar of the scheme, abbreviating it to seven bars. Like
“Take a Whiff on Me” (Example 6), “Croquet Habits” has a cocaine-related text—the title is a disguise for “cocaine habits.”
Freeny’s Barn Dance Band precedes and follows every verse with an instrumental section. In the sung verses the
accompaniment reaches V halfway through bar 4, earlier than most realizations of the scheme, but in the instrumental
sections—in which the violin plays an elaborated version of the melody—the band reaches V on the downbeat of bar 5, as in
most realizations of the scheme. Example 13 shows a V in parentheses halfway through bar 4 to acknowledge the earlier
arrival of V in the sung verses.
Return to text
21. Although Sam Cooke’s song (Example 14), with IV in bar 10, is the only example of the “Frankie and Johnny” scheme
given here, most realizations of the scheme have V in that bar, as shown in Table 1. By substituting IV for V in bar 10, as in
the common variant of the standard twelve-bar blues scheme, Cooke emphasizes the cadence by accelerating the harmonic
rhythm and approaching I through both its upper and lower dominants. Cooke also replaces the last tonic with the
dominant, which prepares the return of the tonic at the beginning of the following verse. In most blues schemes, the vocal
line comes to a close in the penultimate bar (the “Frankie and Johnny” melody normally does too; Cooke’s singing in bar 12
and its pickup may easily be heard to stand outside the verse proper), with the result that the last bar often has the feeling of
post-cadential material, during which one may find many various alternations of the tonic and dominant replacing the simple
prolongations of the tonic shown in Table 1. In jazz this is the location of the “turnaround.” Cooke’s song begins with a
short introduction. Charlie Poole’s “Whitehouse Blues” (Example 15) has an instrumental introduction, closing section, and
two instrumental interludes.
Return to text
22. The major triad with added minor seventh and minor third in the upper register is also known as a 7 #9 chord, or
“Hendrix chord.” Rob van der Bliek writes extensively about Jimi Hendrix’s use of this chord and its origins in the blues
(Van der Bliek 2007). Weisethaunet proposes that blues musicians play melodies in the Dorian mode, and that this accounts
for the frequency of
and
over I, IV, and V (Weisethaunet 2001, 104, 111).
Return to text
23. Table 1 shows the mode and harmony interacting both ways in the standard twelve-bar blues and its most common
variant—the tonic mode may either remain or transpose over changes of harmony. “Boogie Blues” has an instrumental
introduction and closing section, and the common substitution of IV for I in bar 2.
Return to text
24. Dylan begins with an introduction in which he plays and speaks, and he follows every verse with an instrumental section.
Return to text
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